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Shopping for Household Items 

 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 
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English translation: 

 

Woman: For instance, when I want to buy my things, where is the place that I want to 
buy from? Usually, there is the supermarket. Currently, everything is available in the 
supermarket, from food, from drink, from home appliances, from electrical appliances, 
from all the household accessories. I mean, the small shops [I go to], if there is something 
that I want to pick up in a quick way, there are small shops close to the house; [there is] a 
small supermarket.  I enter, take the stuff I want and I return. And if I want all the stuff 
for the house there is a large supermarket; there are large shops, and currently they are 
available in almost in every area.  The person can go to them, whether he wants house 
appliances, electrical appliances, or if he wants home furnishings, or if he wants … all of 
these things are found and available. 
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